Alumni Council Value Proposition

Value of a manifesto in this initial era and possibly beyond: promoting the new

1. To announce the new context, beginning, era – start the new story
2. To provide a lively definition and catalyst for conversation and action
3. To promote the new order, new meaning, new communities
4. To help develop culture in the new team.

Alumni Council manifesto

1. We believe in the University’s capacity for renewal and rebuilding in the challenging era of technology disruption and globalisation in education
2. We believe in the mighty potential of the University’s researchers, students and teachers to benefit the world
3. We believe the University’s commitment to enquiry in teaching and research offers rich rewards that last for life
4. We believe in the goodwill and generosity of alumni to stand up and support the University in maintaining a world-leading position
5. We intend to be catalysts for building the alumni community from student days onwards into lifelong connection
6. We intend to invite, encourage and enjoy conversations throughout the University community to gather cross-pollinating information and ideas
7. We intend to serve the University community and promote its purposes with our diverse skills and experience and connections
8. We intend to be open to sources of innovation – the unusual, the unexpected, the surprising, the startling and the disquieting.